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OVERVIEW:  A BILL’S JOURNEY THROUGH THE LEGISLATURE

• Introduced and read on House or Senate floor
• Referred to committee; if it gets out, it is printed and distributed
• House – sent to Calendars Committee; Senate – brought for 

consideration on Senate floor
• House bills must go to Senate for approval; if in Senate, must go to 

House for approval before final passage
• If a bill dies, essentially all or parts of it can be included in other bills
• House – last calendar post on May 9; final time to be acted upon is 

May 12 for Senate
• If it has not been heard by today (May 4), it will (likely) not pass
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LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS

• Most legislation you hear about 
(media; word of mouth) never 
makes it out of committee

• For example, medical marijuana

• Texas Tribune:  in 2015, only 
1,330 of 6,476 proposals 
(20.5%) passed

• This goes for proposed 
environmental legislation too NONE SHALL PASS
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN THE 2017 LEGISLATIVE SESSION

• Quiet year for environmental legislation

• Not much water legislation proposed, as rain in recent years has 
decreased need for attention to drought-related legislation

• Agencies headed by non-elected officials (TCEQ, TWDB, etc.) are on a 
hiring freeze
‒ Presumably awaiting budgeting determinations from legislature

‒ Possibility of permanent reduction in workforce due to budget cuts

‒ Will resume hiring at beginning of new fiscal year (August)
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TEXAS EMISSIONS REDUCTION PLAN (TERP) OVERHAUL

• Founded in 2001, TERP collects 
millions annually from vehicle 
inspections and title transfers

• Funds are meant to be 
appropriated for air quality 
improvement projects, but the 
current stockpile ($1.27 billion) has 
been largely untouched

• Not to be confused with TRRP –
Texas Risk Reduction Program
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TEXAS EMISSIONS REDUCTION PLAN (TERP) OVERHAUL 

• Several related bills will likely be consolidated and passed
‒ HB 3393 and 3479 – Pickett – would have suspended collections to the 

program; both left pending in committee on 4/18
‒ HB 1979 – Landgraf – would use funds to create alternative-fuel fleets of state 

cars; extends TERP programs until ozone nonattainment zones are in 
attainment (which was a feature of HB 3479)
o Left pending in committee on 4/18
o Companion SB 26 passed Senate and was referred to House Environmental Regulation 

Committee on 4/18; will become vehicle for TERP compromises

‒ HB 2682 (dead) – Reynolds – would have allowed grant funds to be used to 
fund electricity storage projects that improve grid reliability and air quality

‒ Proposal to use funds to plug and abandon wells has died
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CONTESTED CASE HEARING OVERHAUL

• Has been a priority over the past decade for Texas Chemical Council and Texas 
Oil and Gas Association, but not this session

• SB 709 (2015) – Fraser – passed and became effective
‒ Capped SOAH proceedings at six months (formerly capped at 18 months)
‒ Shifted burden of proof in opposing permits from applicant to the public

• SB 1045 – Estes – would allow TCEQ to consolidate the two 30-day comment 
periods for a permit
‒ Codifies TCEQ’s new rule on comment periods for concrete plants

• SB 226/HB 3742 – Taylor/Phelan – improvements in water rights hearing 
process, including time limit and narrowing issues in hearings
‒ HB 3742 will be folded into SB 226, which passed the House on 4/18
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RAILROAD COMMISSION – FALLOUT FROM SUNSET

• Railroad Commission failed Sunset review 
in 2016 for a third time, necessitating 
legislation

• Sunset Commission recommendations:
‒ Name change

‒ Limitation on campaign funding

‒ Provision for alternative dispute resolution 
(standard Sunset recommendation)

‒ Searchable online enforcement data
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RAILROAD COMMISSION – FALLOUT FROM SUNSET

• HB 1818 – Gonzalez – reauthorization for another 12 years and 
provision for alternative dispute resolution
‒ Passed House and is now in the Senate Nat’l Resources & Econ. Dev. Comm.
‒ Will pass in some form
‒ Companion SB 300 is the same, but with “may” instead of “shall”

• SB 568 – Rodriguez – left pending in committee on 4/11, but was 
reported favorably as substituted on 4/27 and was subsequently 
printed and distributed
‒ Would require the Railroad Commission to post certain enforcement 

information online as EPA and TCEQ do
‒ Chairwoman Craddick is on board but wants more funding to do so
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THE “IKE DIKE”

• Proposal to build a wall to block a storm surge caused by a hurricane 
of the magnitude of Hurricane Ike (2008)

• General Land Office has requested $15 billion in federal funds

• SB 2265/HB 4308 – would authorize construction of storm wall from 
Louisiana to Freeport
‒ Gulf Coast Waste Disposal Authority would become Gulf Coast Authority and 

would maintain the wall 

‒ On calendar; public hearing today (5/4)
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OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL BILLS

• SB 570 – Rodriguez – scrap tire bill; heard in committee on 4/25; 
reported favorably on 5/2

• Motor vehicle inspection and maintenance
‒ HB 2568 – Pickett – TCEQ would apply the motor vehicle inspection and 

maintenance program only to vehicles from model years TCEQ determines are 
likely to fail an emissions-related inspection; transferred to Calendars 
Committee on 5/2

‒ HB 2569 – Pickett – TCEQ would be required to determine if the CAA requires 
the state to apply the program to all model years, and if not, end the program; 
left pending in committee, but has been folded into 2568
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FUTURE LEGISLATIVE SESSIONS

• Water has been a big priority in the past
‒ Not so much lately since we’ve had rain

‒ Expect more emphasis if there is a drought

• Railroad Commission will continue to be monitored

• Contested case hearings will always be an issue

• If Ike Dike doesn’t pass this time, expect to see it again
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This presentation is provided for informational purposes only and should not be 
considered specific legal advice on any subject matter. You should contact your attorney 
to obtain advice with respect to any particular issue or problem. The content of  this 
presentation contains general information and may not reflect current legal 
developments, verdicts or settlements. Use of and access to this presentation does not 
create an attorney-client relationship between you and Bracewell. 


